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Abstract While the use of making in participatory co-design is common, 

I argue for the benefits that making-led participatory co-design can bring 

to two fields where its use is rare: early-stage innovation and mental 

health. I draw evidence from my situated cooperation with service users 

and providers of a regional UK mental health trust. The motivation for 

this action-research was twofold: to envision a better youth mental health 

service, and to explore how primary and secondary schools can practice 

mental health prevention. I observed that where there was an absence of 

co-making in a researcher’s stakeholder engagements, communicative ex-

changes became heavily verbal, and this increased the relational intensity 

between actors. As a result, the discussion of service user experiences—

coping with mental health conditions and the struggle to access mental 

health services—became more challenging for contributors. By contrast, 

stakeholder engagements driven by co-making transcended the verbal. 

Making brought a level of informality that enabled participants to lighten 

relational intensity, soften professional/cultural boundaries, and open up to 

each other. A low-fidelity visualization is described that I propose can help 

maintain stakeholder agency and sustain relations between co-actors for 

the longer term.
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Subtext: Design as a Set of Practices in Transition
The popular perception of the purpose of design is a product of how people see it 
being used: supporting the dominant economic model, the prevailing worldview.1 
Business-as-usual is a powerful advocate of design—especially when it is material-
izing social relations through liberated, differentiating mass consumption.2 A very 
effective synergy this has been but as is all too clear, one that is exacting a socio -
ecological price that has been accelerating alarmingly over the last thirty years. 

Over the last ten or fifteen years, in an attempt to address looming crises, 
designers have been altering the traditional set of agencies they are known for 
to better support societal transitions toward sustainable practices, systems, and 
cultures of resilience. Steering clear of the traps that design, critical of prevailing 
models, has historically been vulnerable to—which include being co-opted or dis-
missed as merely in dissent—designers are cultivating a meta-discipline sensitive 
to the myriad system interdependencies that constitute an extremely complex and 
unpredictable world.3 Designers are developing, with varying degrees of success, 
participatory methodologies and processes that construct small-scale versions of 
democracy. These democracies are not merely representative; they afford people 
agency to collectively enact and communicate visions of how they think the 
world—or at least their lives—ought to be.4

Societal transition to sustainable practices will require complex bound ary-
spanning cooperation and collaboration among people unlike one another. Diverse 
transdisciplinary teams must work together in ways that can magnify relational 
values at the molecular scale of the specific encounter and the environmental scale 
of enabling systems. This kind of deep cooperation is difficult to achieve, and espe-
cially so when lifestyles in the globalized, developed, technocratic world—charac-
terized by pathologies of convenience—are de-skilling people of the art of genuine 
cooperation.5

This article presents the action-research of Early Lab as an example of one 
way that designers are altering established forms of practice, in the way de-
scribed above, to better meet the complex socio-ecological challenges character-
izing the present time and exemplified by the current trends that are weakening 
communities -in-place.6 Early Lab prioritizes making—making things to visualize, 
physicalize, and externalize thoughts and feelings. Making is at the center of its 
methodology in an approach to very early stage situated participative engagement 
and co-envisioning with groups of people. 

However, the potentialities born of the act of making are severely under-
utilized in early-stage innovation practice that has emerged predominantly as a 
design thinking predicated on verbal and written exchange—the kind of design 
that is more easily understood by global corporate business. Furthermore, the 
public participation methodology of design thinking for business-as-usual stands 
accused of helping institutions create merely the appearance of openness, respon-
siveness, and transparency—providing a veneer that obscures a neoliberal hege-
mony perpetuating itself through tightening dynamics of closure that deliberately 
holds publics back from the mechanisms of decision making and self governance.7

As an early-stage type of design-led participatory co-innovation centered on 
making, the future of the Early Lab project rests on the mission of equipping con-
tributing actors to avoid/escape co-option by the forces of business-as-usual through 
their development of emergent forms of collective self-governance.

Early Lab
Early Lab—of which I’m a co-founder, with Fabiane Lee-Perrella8—is an early-stage9 
design practice working to support social innovation. At the molecular scale, we 
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